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One mention of the word ‘white’

and the snowflakes go into

meltdown

rod liddle

was playing tennis with a Pakistani friend on the courts of my sixth-form

college back in about 1977. We were wearing jeans and lurid T-shirts. My mate

was just about the only ethnic minority kid in our school, a quiet and diligent

boy who ponced too many cigarettes o� me, but was otherwise OK.
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We’d knocked the ball about for maybe three minutes when we saw the thick

games master stomping towards us, a look of fury on his face. “O�, o�!” He

screamed. “Get o� the courts. You should know the rule. Whites only on the tennis

courts.”

My friend looked aghast for two seconds and then, like me, collapsed in hysterics.

Even back then that word — white — carried with it a certain potency. But only

until you realised its other meanings. That is, if you’re sentient, for about two

seconds.

I was reminded of this exchange last week when snow threatened and University

College London (UCL) put out a memo to students informing them that it would

still be open, adding: “Dreaming of a white campus . . .? We can’t guarantee snow,

but we’ll try!” Oh, the furore. Oh, the anguish and outrage.

My favourite response came from some deranged undergraduate who wrote: “You

know who else dreamt of a white campus? Adolf Hitler, that’s who! Disgusting!”

And then there was another student, Kumail Ja�er, who demanded an immediate

retraction and apology, pointing out that the college must be unaware of the very

real su�ering and oppression occasioned by people of colour, etc, ad infinitum.

And what did UCL do? Oh, come on. You know what it did. The cringing apology

began: “We chose our words very poorly yesterday . . .” Yes, that’s right, UCL.
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Continue to swaddle your students in the nice, warm thermal blankets of

victimhood and stupidity. Accede to their imbecilic objections, to their inability to

think.

Oxford University hasn’t given in yet, but I fear it will, some way down the line.

One of Christ Church’s eminences, Nigel Biggar, professor of moral and pastoral

theology, has been talking about the British Empire. Biggar accepted that

“atrocities” happened as a result of colonialism, but that it was wrong to see the

empire as entirely negative in its outcomes for the people of the country colonised.

That seems to me incontestable. I could name you at least 25 countries I suspect

would be an awful lot better o� now — for their people — under imperial British

control than they are under their own leaders. Shall we start with Zimbabwe?

Somalia? Then work our way through the Middle East and head, tentatively,

towards Pakistan?

Then there are the countries that benefited more marginally from our colonisation,

such as India, which gained perhaps less than it lost. But still gained a little. And

you might disagree on the specifics, and you might be right. But that’s the point:

very little in history has been unequivocally good or bad.

What Biggar is really challenging is not the practical (or moral) worth of the British

Empire, but the very modern and corrupting absolutism that closes down debate,

that shrieks with fury when it is challenged, that insists there can be no challenge.
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And that proceeds from this bizarre, totalitarian viewpoint to insist that not only

was the empire wholly evil, but that every misery that a�icts the people who were

once its subjects, no matter how long ago, is the result of that imperialism. When,

patently, that isn’t remotely the case. It is a deluding narrative that reinforces the

notion of a spurious victimhood among people who, if we’re honest, are not victims

of the empire at all. They are victims of their leaders. If they are victims at all.

It is a sacred fact that, as a Turkish taxi driver put it to me recently, Britain

invented slavery and was the only country ever to practise slavery. Not entirely

true, that, is it? And yet that is, by and large, the narrative of our times:

unchallenged, idiotic and deluding.

Embattled prime minister
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Those sad Mad Men 

Social engineers at the Advertising Standards Authority are tackling gender

stereotypes in adverts. In future no women will be seen at the kitchen sink, or

mopping a floor.

Instead it will be men doing these tasks, until it becomes a stereotype itself —

much as is the mixed-race family now compulsory in all adverts (black man, white

woman, never the other way around). And so adverts will display lives so alien
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from the way life is that nobody will take any notice of them. So, a good thing,

overall.

Incidentally, we have voted that John Lewis commercial the least liked of this

year’s big-money Christmas ads. People genuinely hate this stu�.

O� with his head 

An important question at this time of year. How does Allah, pbuh, feel about

snowmen? This vexed issue seemed to have been sorted three years ago when the

prominent Saudi cleric Mohammed Saleh al-Munajjid ruled Allah did not like

snowmen one bit and that it was forbidden to build them. Indeed, Mo added that it

was “haram” (forbidden) to build “any structure” out of snow, which is perhaps one

reason why Islam has been slow to penetrate the Inuit community.

However, a new video aimed at British Muslims says it is OK to build a snowman —

so long as you don’t give him a head. It’s the head — carrot for a nose etc — that’s

the real problem for Allah. I am not sure if this means it is an obligation for

Muslims to decapitate any snowmen sporting a head. The video doesn’t make that

clear.

Every day’s a jolly day with Hamas 

The Hamas calendar is filling up. Now every Friday has been declared a Day of

Rage by the ine�ably good-natured, fun-lovin’ Palestinians. This is to di�erentiate
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Fridays from all those other days of the week such as Tuesday, the Day of Mild

Pique, and Thursday, the Day for Stabbing Lots of Jewish Folk. My worry is that

there won’t be any room in the week for the Day of Trying to Make This Place

Slightly Less Resemble the Really Awful Bits of Somalia.

Meanwhile, Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn has been wishing somewhat sceptical

Jewish people a happy Hanukkah. This isn’t quite like wishing Christians a happy

Christmas. It implies that you recognise the Jewish claim to Jerusalem. Took you a

while, Jezza, but you got there in the end. Mazel tov.

Rita, Sue and Bob too ghastly, darling 

Congratulations to the Royal Court Theatre in London for deciding, after all, not to

cancel Andrea Dunbar’s hilarious play Rita, Sue and Bob Too. They had canned it

because it “involves ghastly northern, working-class people and the squalid,

disgusting lives they lead”. That’s not actually what they said, just what I assume

they meant.

The Royal Court didn’t feel comfortable putting on a play that involved “grooming”

— two 16-year-old girls have an a�air with an older, married man. Like so many of

the middle-class elite, they were appalled by how the lower orders live. But the

furore was too much for them and now it’s back on. So I won’t have to demonstrate

outside the place and throw bricks through their windows. Happy endings.
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Bish 6 days ago

 

I don't recognise the fragile 'millennials' described here. Several employees of mine are in
their 20s. They are resilient, bright, extremely hard working and noticeably never complain. I
also have a couple of employees in their late 50/early 60s. I say that the youngsters noticeably
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don't moan because the older employees provide such high calibre moaning and eye rolling
that it is refreshing to deal with the youngsters. As for who you would rather get stuck by the
water cooler with, it's the kids every time. The old moaners will try and trap you with boring
stories of pets and children, I humour and accommodate them each time, why? They never
even won a war.
 
Rod is of a similar ilk. Well past the stage in life where he can make a useful contribution to
society so he defaults to bashing the young who are are too busy making something of their
lives to give a monkeys. 
 
It must be a stage of life thing. This is why I thought the elderly read the Daily Mail/Express,
with their 'country going to the dogs' stories. It makes being in the the final stages of life more
palatable.

1 Recommend Reply

Mark Jones 6 days ago

Bebop 6 days ago

@Bish  Are you having a good moan about old people, who moan.

6 Recommend Reply

Bish 6 days ago

I must be getting old!

Recommend Reply

@Bish

‘As for who you would rather get stuck by the water cooler with, it's the kids every
time.’
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Bebop 6 days ago

Well there are things to be said in favour of being stuck with young people by the

water cooler. But the reason older people have a rehearsed script about pets and

children is that anything else is likely to be misinterpreted. 

Recommend Reply

Bish 6 days ago

@Bebop @Bish misinterpreted as what? 

1 Recommend Reply

@Bish
 

‘Well past the stage in life where he can make a useful contribution to society so he

defaults to bashing the young…’ 

 

Quite strong words against RL, I think.

 

I can’t find the bit where RL generalises about people in their 20s. Or about the

people at your work. They seem to be your separate, unrelated points. Your post then

goes on to present the outline of your General Theory of Older People, based, as far

as I can see, on a few of your older employees and the fact that, apparently, the

elderly read the Mail or Express. 

4 Recommend Reply

Bish 6 days ago

@Bebop @Bish As an avid reader of RL you may have enjoyed his piece last week

entitled 'snowflakes unsettled' belittling millennials for being thin skinned. This

week it is 'deranged undergraduates' and yet more 'snowflake' related hilarity.
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Ima 7 days ago

pq17 7 days ago

onthetreadmill 7 days ago

I have very positive experiences of young (millennials) people, they aren't as RL
describes. 
 
My theory is that his opinion of young people is more to do with his advancing  stage
of life. He is becoming the stereotypical boring old fart who whinges on about the
young people of today. 
 
It's not the insightful or enlightening content I hoped to read on my TOL
subscription. 

Recommend Reply

Who would have thought that the subject of snow could be so religiously and politically
divisive? Perhaps there's no need to worry so much about our old empire : if this is what is a
challenge of our time, we are most definitely in decline, and of little threat to anyone.
Good read as always, Rod.

7 Recommend Reply

As always, huge dollops of common sense from Rodders.

10 Recommend Reply

The problem is, how will undergraduate males seduce the undergraduate women [or men,
and vica versa] , if there is no horrible authoritarian viewpoint to rail against, in order to
impress them.
 
That is all it is, really.
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abdirachid Fidow 7 days ago

2 Recommend Reply

Luke Watts-Apnin 7 days ago

pq17 7 days ago

@onthetreadmill Women? men? I thought there were no such things these days!

4 Recommend Reply

@onthetreadmill I couldn't stand most students when i was a student in the 90s. If

C18 had had a stall at freshers week i would have joined.

1 Recommend Reply

Dear Mr Liddle, you should know Africa and developing countries are still reeling from the

legacy of colonialism. Border disputes, economic structural adjustment policies and still

policies of supporting and nurturing dictatorship as long ax they toy the western line comes

to mind. In fact when you consider the gains made by western capitalism from slavery and

colonialism - you are lucky you are not paying compensation to Africa and other developing

nations. Just as Germany paid compensation for the impact of holocaust on Jewish victims -

we are still counting the cost of colonialism - can't believe there are still self deluded

defenders of imperialism writers still with us - they seem to be a light weight idiots.

2 Recommend Reply

Luke Watts-Apnin 7 days ago

OddshoedMagyar 7 days ago

@abdirachid Fidow How can you sleep at night with all that festering right-on

indignance eating at you|?

15 Recommend Reply
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Bebop 6 days ago

@abdirachid Fidow Didn't Somalia have an empire? Did it pay compensation to its
former subjects?

7 Recommend Reply

Rod Liddle 6 days ago

@OddshoedMagyar @abdirachid Fidow That's the view as expressed by the liberals
and most of Africa. Unfortunately it doesn't stand up to scrutiny. Abdirachid, please
tell me how poor Singapore, South Korea and Malaysia are managing to struggle by?
And why is Ethiopia - never colonised - doing so frightfully well. You revel in your
victimhood, fine. But be aware it's a delusion. And ask the Ghanaians what they
reckon to slavery compensation. I think you'll find they're very much against, seeing
as it was their slave trade we industrialised. 

5 Recommend Reply

@abdirachid Fidow

‘…can't believe there are still self deluded defenders of imperialism writers still with
us - they seem to be a light weight idiots.’
(Mr Spart develops his points on p.94)

Recommend Reply

Ms Lorraine Mcintosh 6 days ago

@Bebop @abdirachid Fidow This reminds me of Monty Python, "what did the
Romans ever do for us" sketch.  If we extended the argument of compensation for
colonialism, half of Europe would applying the the European Court of Human Right
On for compensation from Rome, for the 'atrocities' of the Roman Empire.
Or the UK could have a whimper about the Vikings.
How far do you want to go back?
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Mullard 7 days ago

OddshoedMagyar 7 days ago

PS: How do you think the Egyptians built the Pyramids ?

1 Recommend Reply

Thanks Rod. While you continue to prosper the world will remain to that extent free.

2 Recommend Reply

I always enjoy Rod Liddle's column, even if I disagree with it (which is rare). 
 
But I am hugely impressed by the status accorded to him by Left-wing activists,who feel the
need to spend their Sundays trying here to refute his arguments and those of his readers,
pouring scorn and bile upon him and those who agree with him. 
 
These are political submariners whose home port of Corbyn is sta�ed by Guardianistas and
whose whole purpose is to spread dissent, disinformation and abuse the man personally. 
 
Perhaps it has never occurred to them that by paying their subscriptions and engaging with
his articles in this way they are keeping Rod in a job, which, I stress, is A Good Thing. 
 
Or perhaps they feel the force of their arguments and the sight of their twisted gender-
neutral knickers will make him change his mind. 
 
More likely they are taking notes for The Day, when revolution comes and they can have him
forcibly re-educated. 
 
But in the meantime, by distracting them (and this is Care in the Political Community writ
large) Rod prevents these activists from making mischief elsewhere for at least one whole day
each week while demoralising them for the rest of it.
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Rob R 7 days ago

James Charnley 7 days ago

 

Well done, Rod. I salute you.

 

 

18 Recommend Reply

Rod Liddle 6 days ago

@OddshoedMagyar thank you!

 

1 Recommend Reply

England was part of the Roman Empire. Or rather it wasn"t, because the English were not

there yet. They built their empire at the expense of the Romano- British. Then the Vikings

conquered them. Till Alfred. Then William, French speaking viking, got it back, helped by the

Bretons. Back two steps.

Basically, empire, conquest, me in charge, then you in charge, is the way of the world. Always

has been.

European empires were just a phase. They were no worse than any other phase, better than

many. Ok, except for the Belgian Congo. That one was real world class evil.

5 Recommend Reply

What gets me about all these accusations of  imperialism, racism slavery and wicked white

men generally is that they are backed up by threats and intimidation. Who are these people?

Who taught them their history?  They are most likely to be students and I just wonder what

texts they have been reading. I suppose my point is that the anger does not seem backed with

empirical knowledge. Can anybody enlighten me on this? 
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4 Recommend Reply

Steve Myers 7 days ago

@James Charnley Ignore the people who use threats and intimidation. There are
plenty of people who research and discuss colonialism and neocolonialism in a
rational way. For them, the claims of damage caused by colonialism are not backed
by threats, but by empirical research. For example, there are estimates that British
colonialism led to the deaths of about 25 to 30 million people. The Irish border
problem that we are currently grappling with in Brexit is a direct consequence of
colonialism. Neocolonialism plays a role in the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. The
invasion of Iraq was motivated by American neocolonialism (the now-defunct
Project for the New American Century wanted to instill American values across the
world). Etc. This doesn't necessarily mean we should abstain from intervening in
future problems in other countries but, if we do so, we should at least learn from the
mistakes of the past.

Recommend Reply

James Charnley 6 days ago

I think you will find the words estimate and empirical are mutually exclusive. Much
like freedom and equality they tend to cancel each other out. :-)

2 Recommend Reply

Steve Myers 6 days ago

@James Charnley Not so. Virtually all empirical research involves estimates - e.g.
extrapolating from a small sample to estimate a general result.  The main questions
are the reliability of the estimate, or the margin of error.
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Steve Myers 7 days ago

In the case of the Irish potato famine, for example, it is not possible to determine

whether each individual death was due to the British policy. However, the overall

death rate in Ireland was about a million higher than it normally was during a five

year period. It is a fairly reliable estimate, therefore.

Recommend Reply

Common Ground and the Indian activists (and to a much lesser extent, Prof. Biggar) have

done rational, academic debate a great disservice. The most significant problem with Gilley’s

original article was that it was based on historical inaccuracies and poor scholarship. It ought,

therefore, to have been rejected from the journal in the first place, because it was not up to

academic standard.

 

By issuing death threats, and forcing the article to be withdrawn, the activists have swept the

issue of poor scholarship o� the table and turned the publication of his article into an issue of

free speech. This issue has subsequently been debated on the mistaken assumption that

Gilley was making a sound academic argument that was been withdrawn because of political

correctness or anti-colonialism dogma. That is incorrect. Academic journals encourage free

speech, but only within the constraints of academic and ethical standards.

 

Gilley is entitled to his views, even though they are based on historical inaccuracy and poor

scholarship. He is also entitled to express them on his blog and in other places. What he is not

entitled to is to publish them in a peer-reviewed journal and thereby give them undeserved

academic credibility.

 

Biggar’s article does not address the question of the failure of Gilley to meet widely-accepted

academic standards. That is why members of the journal’s editorial board resigned - because

the paper was being published even though it was not up to academic scratch. The
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subsequent debate ought to have been about the standard of peer review in that particular
academic journal.
 

1 Recommend Reply

Robert Holmes 7 days ago

In passing 7 days ago

@Steve Myers i dismisse this article solellu on  the basis of it'''s punctitonnn 

1 Recommend Reply

@Steve Myers "The most significant problem with Gilley’s original article was that it
was based on historical inaccuracies and poor scholarship".  Give us a few examples?
 

1 Recommend Reply

Steve Myers 7 days ago

@In passing Alas, I can't, and that is part of the problem. The original Gilley article
has been taken down because of death threats. My statement, that it was 'based on
historical inaccuracies and poor scholarship', is a near-verbatim quote from the letter
sent to The Times and signed by dozens of academics from an international mix of
institutions. The veracity of that claim cannot now be scrutinised, because the article
has been taken down.

Some 'peer-reviewed' journals do have very poor standards for publication. I don't
know if this journal is one of them - though the numerous resignations from the
editorial board suggest that it usually has higher standards than exhibited in this
paper. We'll never know, unfortunately, because the debate has been moved away
from peer-review standards to one of free speech.
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Lloretta 7 days ago

DiscoMac 7 days ago

Recommend Reply

Chris Oakley 6 days ago

@Steve Myers @In passing  "Whilst this clearly demonstrated the essay had
undergone double-blind peer review, in line with the journal's editorial policy, the
journal editor has subsequently received serious and credible threats of personal
violence"

That is verbatim, from the withdrawal notice in the journal. 

Based on your comments thus far, I have little confidence that your assessment of
Gilley's work is objective and I have no reason to believe that those writing to The
Times in protest are any more objective than you are. Unfortunately, as you say, I
cannot read the original article because it has been removed in response to threats,
which should tell anyone reasonable who believes in free speech all they need to
know. 

Recommend Reply

Can't decide which expression I'm most fed up with, "snowflake" or "virtue-signalling".

10 Recommend Reply

If these young undergraduates (or those considering applying) have problems with the,
sometimes murky, history of their chosen seat of learning then leave (or don't apply).  Some
people seem to delight in enjoying the fruits of the education system while simultaneously
seeking to bring it down. 

10 Recommend Reply
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Laurence Flynn 7 days ago

The Singe 7 days ago

What a bland horrible place we have made with our PC world view; if only we could go back
to a simpler, safer, freer time.

15 Recommend Reply

Superb as ever. The sane ones amongst us need to take down this ridiculous political
correctness and outrage.
 
My company's Californian head o�ce has declared the London and Paris o�ces may not host
"Secret Santa" because it may o�end some of our colleagues who don't celebrate Christmas.
We have asked those colleagues if indeed they'd be o�ended and of course they laughed and
said of course not. 
This wasn't enough for Head O�ce though so Secret Santa became "Secret Panda" in London
and "Secret Friend" in Paris. 
 
We had a "Holiday Party" too (I boycotted it and told them why). 
 
I have a Sikh friend who is actually o�ended my company think he'd be o�ended by it all.
 
As I say, we need to take it down. 
 

32 Recommend Reply

Robert Holmes 7 days ago

@The Singe Are christians therefore going to compain about Eid or other non
christian festivals.God ,nearly forgot the druids 

11 Recommend Reply
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The Singe 7 days ago

@Robert Holmes @The Singe You raise a good point. When we sent 'Christmas cards'
to our clients, we made sure we didn't mention the C word as we're an international
company you see and some of our clients might not be Christians (or pagans).
 
I made the point that the cards we were sending, were Christmas cards, regardless
what anyone else thinks, and regardless what we want to call them. 
They were being sent at Christmas time FFS.
 
Of course I was shouted down so I asked why, if we were in fact an "international
company", we neglected to send anything to our clients at Diwali and Eid.
 
That shut them up good and proper.
 
As I say, we need to take these morons down.

10 Recommend Reply

MargaretL 7 days ago

Robert Holmes 6 days ago

@The Singe @Robert Holmes Many years ago, I shared an o�ce with an Iraqi doctor
who was in the UK for a couple of years doing research.  At Christmas, he sent
Christmas cards to everyone in the department - Christians, Muslims Hindus,
Buddhists, Jews (no Sikhs at that time as far as I recall) - because he wanted to
observe our traditions.  Everyone was delighted.  

13 Recommend Reply

@The Singe @Robert Holmes Well said 
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Irene Brown 7 days ago

Vivien Hall 7 days ago

In passing 7 days ago

Robert Holmes 6 days ago

@MargaretL @The Singe @Robert Holmes the question is who is driving the zealots
to extinguish all references to Christmas? What is their mindset? At its best
christianity is tolerant not inanity 

1 Recommend Reply

@The Singe The teaching sta� at the English Language Service in Stockport were told
not to mention bonfire night to the migrants to whom they were teaching English.
The migrants were most upset and said that they wanted to know about English
culture. We should ignore all the PC do-gooders. 

12 Recommend Reply

@The Singe "This wasn't enough for Head O�ce though so Secret Santa became
"Secret Panda" in London and "Secret Friend" in Paris."
well done.  Secret Panda sounds much more Life on Mars..  and as for "Secret Friend
in Paris.." .. your firm sounds truly enlightened. 

6 Recommend Reply

I see that Sadiq Khan has been in India attempting to whip up grievances against the British
in the Sikh community by calling for the British Government to apologise for the Amritsar
massacre in 1919 when 379 people were killed . Perhaps he should have taken the opportunity
to apologise himself on behalf of the Muslim Ummah for the slaughter of at least 80 million
Hindus during the Muslim invasion of India .  
More than 270 million people have been slaughtered in the name of Islam since the 7th
century . 
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The Miracle of Millbank 7 days ago

Romain Wagner 7 days ago

Show More Comments

64 Recommend Reply

On balance, I believe that we should now o�er our colonial cousins taxation with

representation if they would be so kind as to impeach their current leader. 

4 Recommend Reply

In passing 7 days ago

@The Miracle of Millbank or just pay us some tax

Recommend Reply

I got a new one for every body in France we got a NEW SNOW yes!!our "meteorologiste" call

"neige urbaine" translation urban snow as it is not white snow it is grey as petrol from car

contain a small amount of water it freeze when in contact a  with low temperature it's freeze

and here we got home mad snow!!!

Grey only thank from car-driver!!!!
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